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About This Game

This is the first, realistic PvP brawling game for up to 8 vs 8 players with original, dynamic combat system and fast, round based
battles.

Create and develop Your character while earning new skills and items that helps You beat Your opponents.
Gather Your friends and fight together in a clan.

Compete with players from around the world using hand-to-hand combat.

 No shooting or magic but a hail of swift blows of kicks and punches !

 Easy, one-click matchmaking finds the best suitable battle for Your character.

Use dynamic combat system with intuitive action keys.

 In Street Warriors Online You can dynamically attack or block incoming attacks as opposed to mmo games.

 You can provide standard, special or sprint attacks that causes different hit reactions of Your enemies.

Take part in battles up to 8 vs 8 participants in 3 different game modes.
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 Fight on many battle arenas of different player capacities ( 2v2, 4v4, 8v8 )

 Select one of 3 game modes:
- Skirmish: Beat up all enemies to win a round. Win three rounds to win the battle !
- Conquest: Capture bases by spraying over Your team's graffiti. Captured base generates points. Reach points limit to
win.
- Capture The Bag: Capture the bag and deliver it to Your van. Reach bags limit to win the battle.

Gain experience and respect to develop Your characters.

 Each finished battle gives You Experience as well as Respect Points reward.

 The reward is proportional to Your involvement in the battle.

 Respect points is Your primary currency. Buy different items such as clothes, power cards or new attacks.

 Level Up to obtain attribute points and develop character to match Your play style.

 Higher levels unlocks new items and attacks !

Configure appearance and combat style to make Your characters become unique !

  Compose Your appearance from over 150 clothing parts of 7 categories per character class.

  Prepare preferable attack sequence ( rotation ) that suits Your combat tactics.

  Spend Your attribute points to achieve best fighting results.

  Buy and socket different Power Cards that alters Your combat skills.

Own up to 8 characters with different class and attributes build.

 Get new characters for golden currency or from the golden premium bundle.

 There are 3 different character classes to choose from: Swarmer, Slugger and Bruiser

 Swarmer is a female class with extended speed and energy regeneration

 Bruiser is a slow heavy fighter with increased damage and health

 Slugger is the most balanced class

Use elements of the environment as weapons to gain temporary advantage.

 On almost every arena You can find different items that can be used as weapons.

 You can throw heavy objects like garbage bins or tires to hit many enemies at once and make them fall.

 There are also objects like baseball bats, pipes and planks that You can use as one handed weapons.

 Throw bricks, stones and bottles at Your enemies to stun them and make vulnerable to Your attacks.
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Use energy drinks to scramble out from critical situations or get temporary power-up.

 There are 8 different energy drinks so far.

 You can take 2 different drinks on a battle and trigger them when desired.

 If You have more drinks of a kind - drink will be available again after You re-spawn.

Team up with Your friends and play together !

 Play together with Your friends in up to 8-person group on free for all battles.

 You can create and customize Your unique clan of warriors and fight against others to climb up in the global rankings !

 Higher clan ranking enables all members to buy special, unique rewards.
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Dead game do not buy. Was immediately disappointed to find that there were no lobbies or ongoing matches upon starting this
game. Playing against bots is mildly amusing but only for a short amount of time. I would not recommend buying this game.
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